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This lecture explores the concept of ars vitae, Latin for the art of living. It calls on 
ancient ways of thinking about the enduring question of how to live in order to 
imagine new ways of addressing our challenges Evidence is abundant that 
modern culture falls short in many ways in providing the resources to live lives of 
deepest spiritual enrichment. Many actively seek more meaningful approaches to 
the challenges we face, while some have tragically all but given up. Frustration 
with superficial messages in everything from advertising to simplistic self-help 
offerings has helped fuel renewed interest in wisdom traditions extending back to 
antiquity. In order to assess which of these might be of greater and which might be 
of lesser help as an alternative, we deeply explore what specifically is lacking in 
dominant approaches today and what we could do differently. 
  
Together, we will discuss the different approaches to the art of living taken by 
ancient schools of philosophical thought (Stoicism, Epicureanism, Platonism). 
Identifying their key components allows us to observe a resurgence of these 
ancient philosophies today, as people seek more helpful approaches The lecture 
provides a critique of forms of self-centeredness dominant today and an argument 
for a new inwardness—the cultivation of inner life—drawing on ancient wisdom, 
with particular attention to the insights of Plato and the Neoplatonists. We will end 
in contemplation of the fullest ramifications of the prioritization of goodness in our 
endeavors and in recognition of the good as a basic need of the human person. 

Register Here 

 

 

 

 

 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014Tw2eKCaFQndJHy7WQL7VCVyPjMZTKgix0fK4n6VCwmDT1QUKo17ArJsNT1JCHYcCuVzh2Wwp9CKrMy7kD-uBvIUblpnbgPcAX4q9Rzu9udo42MzpiUyTSMtt5BN2zoizin_1KoZXVAEiH-e7KVz5kREhRNbq0r5TZ2xqCURFgSBW2ug-MEmSzSKcBtEt6kOjcJ3aELKYEeQLNXkoV44TTjNm3QAx67w&c=dTQFZs3OvnOeZ4o0H6LnL_NOWTGatNPd593htFFYjtMhLMrBcyk8jg==&ch=fCewlwIjWd-tJoICaDowgWIQLqQA63RACQrsqpzc_E7NusoGUTCGEw==


Presenter 
 

 
 

Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn is Professor of History 
at Syracuse University and Senior Fellow at the 
Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture at the 
University of Virginia. She has received 
numerous grants and awards, including a 
Fulbright fellowship at the University of Rome, 
Italy. 
  
Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn will be joined by 
respondents Dr. Frank Richardson, 
Dr. Donna Orange, & Dr Jeanette Rodriguez. 
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